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L. M. Gravesf and others have defined and developed the theory of the

Riemann integral for functions whose values are in a complete linear vector

space. T. H. Hildebrandtf and S. Bochner§ have defined the Lebesgue in-

tegral for the same type of function. The present paper, which approaches

the theory of the integral in a manner analogous to the Cantor definition of

a real number, is concerned chiefly with the convergence of a sequence of

integrals and is not as extensive in scope as that of Bochner which contains

certain results pertaining to multiple integrals, Fourier series, and the class

Lp. In what follows no use is made of the theory of integration for numerically

valued functions other than a knowledge of the properties of an additive

class of point sets and of a completely additive function on such a class. In

fact the method when applied to such functions seems in many ways more

direct than the classical one. The proofs in the section on types of conver-

gence are omitted since they may be carried through exactly as in the case of

real-valued functions. In the last section it is shown how the theory holds,

with slight modifications, for a function having an arbitrary metric space as

its domain and a Banach space for its range.

1. Basis. A class of point sets is said to be additive if for every pair of

sets E, D and every sequence {En} of disjoint sets in the class the sets E—D,

X)2Ï„ are also in the class. A function a(E) on an additive class of sets A is

said to be completely additive if for every sequence {£„} of disjoint sets in A,

<x(Y^Ei) =Y^aiEi). In what follows, A will be used to denote an additive class

of point sets which contains all Borel measurable sets belonging to a funda-

mental bounded and closed interval / of a euclidean space of n dimensions.

The notation a(E) will always be used for a completely additive function on

A to the real number system and ßiE) will stand for the total variation of

a on E. Radon|| has constructed such systems iA, a, ß) corresponding to a

* Presented to the Society, April 20, 1935; received by the editors October 31, 1933, and in
revised form, October 30,1934.
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given function of bounded variation. The properties of a and A which are

used below are consequences of their additive nature and not of any particu-

lar method of construction, and hence, since we postulate the existence of a,

Radon's procedure is not needed in what follows.

2. Types of convergence. The functions/(P) to be considered through-

out are functions on a subset of J to a complete linear vector space X. The

sequence {fn(P)} is said to approach the function f(P) (converge) almost

uniformly with respect to a on E in case for every e>0 there exist sets Et,

El such that £/ is in A,El oE-Et,ß(El) <e and fn(P)^f(P) ({/n(P)} con-

verges) uniformly on Ef. The sequence {fn(P)} is said to approach/(P) ap-

proximately with respect to a on E if for every integer « and every e > 0 there

exists a set E'(n, e) in A containing the set E(n, e) = E[\\fn(P) —f(P)\\ > e] and

such that lim„ ß [E'(n, e)]=0. The convergence of a sequence approximately

with respect to a on E is defined similarly by replacing the sets E'(n, e), E(n, e)

by the sets E'(m, n, e) and E(m, », e) = E[\\fm(P)—fn(P)\\ >e] respectively.

In what follows, the notations E(n, e), E(m, », e) are used as above. The

notation Oa will sometimes be used for a set contained in one on which ß = 0.

It is assumed that all such sets are in A.

Lemma 1. Of the three type's of convergence (applied either to the approach

to a function or to the convergence of a sequence)

(1) almost uniformly with respect to a on E,

(2) almost everywhere with respect to a on E,

(3) approximately with respect to a on E,

(1) implies (2) and (3), and if E(n, e) and E(m, », e) are in A, then (2) implies

(V)and(3).

Lemma 2. If E is in A,fn(P)^f(P) on E-Oa, and the set £[||/„(P)|| >e]

is in A for every « and e>0, then the set E[\\f(P)\\ >e] is in A.

Lemma 3. If fn(P)-^f(P) and fn(P)-*f'(P) approximately with respect to

a on E then f=f on E — Oa and {fn(P)} converges approximately with respect

to a on E.

Lemma 4. If the sequence {fn(P)} converges approximately with respect to

a on E,E being a set of A, then there exists a function f(P) onE to X and a sub-

sequence {fni(P)} such that fm(P)—*f{P) almost uniformly with respect to a on

E. Furthermore if {fm¡{P)} is any subsequence and f*(P) any function on E

to X such that fmi(P)-*f*(P) approximately with respect to a on E thenf=f* on

E — Oa. In case the functions fm are uniformly continuous on E there exists a

su F belonging to A and contained in E such that F is closed in E and ß(E—F)

is arbitrarily small, and f as on F is uniformly continuous on F.
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Let U = (m), U' = iu'), be arbitrary sets of elements and R, R' be transi-

tive order relations on UU, U'U' respectively having the composition prop-

erty as defined by Moore and Smith.f Then with limits defined in terms of

these order relations we have

Lemma 5. If xiu, u') is on UU' to X and limu xiu, u') exists for each u'

and lim„' xiu, u') exists uniformly with respect to u then the following limits

exist and are equal: limu,„' x(u, u'), limulimU' xiu, u'), lim„4im„ x(w, u').

3. The integral. Let So(2J) denote the class composed of all functions uni-

formly continuous on E. Let tte = (Ei, ■ ■ ■ , Ek) represent a partition of the

set E which is supposed to be in A, and (P, P') represent the euclidean dis-

tance from P to P'. The norm, niwE), of the partition irE is defined as the

least upper bound of (P<, PJ ) for P, and P¡ in £,• and for i = 1, • • • , k. Then

the distance function

-   f\\fiP)\\dß = lim   Z\\f(Pk)\\ß(Ek)
J E n(x)=0    TTSE n(x)=0    irB

(Pk being any point in Ek) is surely defined for/ in S0(E). For let

S=T\\(fPJ\\ß(Ei),    S'=Z||/(P*')||/3(£4')
"■ ir'

be the sums corresponding to the partitions ir = (E¿), ir' = (22* ) respectively.

Then

5 = T\\f(Pi)\\T, ß(EiEk') = Z\\f(Ri)\\ß(EiEk')
i k i,fe

and

\S -S'\ - |E (IL/Wll - \\fiPn\\)ßiEiEt)\
i,k

^ a [»(ir) + niw')]ßiE)

where

co [&]=    sup    \\\fiP)\\-\\fiP')\\\.

Thus the lim„<»)_o5 exists for/in S0(E). The integrals

f f(P)da, f f(P)dß, f\\f(P)\\da
Je Je ** e

are defined in a similar manner.

By a Cauchy sequence of functions in S0(E) is meant one for which

||/m— fn\\—»0, and two Cauchy sequences {/m} and {gm} are said to be equiva-

lent in case ||/m—gm||—>0.

t Moore and Smith, A general theory of limits, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 44 (1922),

p. 103.
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Lemma 6. To each class of equivalent Cauchy sequences of functions in S0(E)

corresponds uniquely except for a set on which ß = 0, a function f(P) on E to X

such that if {fm} is any sequence of functions in the class defining f then there

exists a subsequence {/„,,-} with fmi(P)^>f(P) almost uniformly with respect to

a on E. Furthermore the limits

lim f fn(P)da, lim ffn(P)dß,

lim f\\MP)\\da,        lim f \\fn(P)\\dß
n    J E ri    J E

all exist and are independent of the particular Cauchy sequence in the class of

equivalent Cauchy sequences.

The set E(m, », e) is the product of a region and the set E, and is thus

in A. Now

eß[E(m, », €)] á  f \\fm(P) - fn(P)\\dß

á f\\U(P)-MP)\\dß-+o
Je

so that {fm} converges approximately with respect to a on E. The existence

of f(P) follows from Lemma 4, and its uniqueness may be established in a

manner similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 4. Since

f fn(P)da -    f fm(P)da II ̂     f \\fm(P) - fn(P)\\dß -» 0,
Je Je Je

it follows that the lim„ fEfn(P)da exists. It is independent of the sequence

{fm} since

ffn(P)da-    f gn(P)da    g||/„-f,J|->0
J E " E

if {/„} and {gn\ are equivalent. In the same manner the other limits may

be shown to exist.

A function f(P) is said to be summable with respect to a on E in case it is

the correspondent in the sense of Lemma 6 of some class of equivalent Cauchy

sequences of functions inSo{E). The class of such functions will be denoted

by S(E). The integral fEf(P)da of a function in S(E) is defined as the lim„

¡Efn{P)da where {/«(P)} is any sequence in the class defining/. The integrals

fE\\f(P)\\da, fE\\f{P)\\dß, fEf(P)dß are defined similarly.
Note that I\MP)da\\ £fE\\f(P)\\dß.
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Theorem 1. If fis in S(E) then the set E [||/(P)|| >e] is in A for every e>0.

This is a corollary of Lemmas 1, 2.

Theorem 2. Every function /(P) in SiE) is approachable almost uniformly

with respect to a on E by a sequence fm(P) of functions uniformly continuous

on E and such that fs\\fm(P) -/(P)||a73->0.

The first part of the conclusion is a corollary of Lemma 6, and the second

part follows from the fact that for a fixed value of m the sequence fm(P) —fn(P)

is a Cauchy sequence of functions in SoiE) belonging to the class defining

/m(P)-/(P).Thus

f\\MP) -fiP)\\dß = lim fWUiP) - fniP)\\dß
Je n   J e

and the conclusion is immediate.

Theorem 3. If fis in SiE) and e >0, then there exists a set F belonging to A

and contained in E such that F is closed in E, f as on F is uniformly continuous

on F and ßiF)^ßiE)-t.

This is a corollary of Theorem 2, Lemma 1, and Lemma 4.

Theorem 4. The space SiE) of functions summable with respect to a on E

with the norming operation ||/|| =fE\\fiP)\\dß is a complete linear vector space.

Let {/„} be a Cauchy sequence of functions in SiE) ; then by Theorem 2,

for every m there exists a function gm in SoiE) such that \\fm—gm\\ < l/m. Now

||f- - *JI á lit. - /m|| + ||/- - /„|| + ||/» - «,||,

so that {gm\ is a Cauchy sequence of functions in So(23) and thus defines a

function/(P) in S(E) such that ||g»-/||-»0. Thus

||/»-/|| á||/*-g4 + lk»-/ll-*o,

and S(23) is complete. The rest of the proof follows immediately from the

definition of the terms involved.

A function A (23) on an additive class contained in A to a linear vector

space is said to be absolutely continuous with respect to a in case lim^(E)=0

¿(23) =0.

Theorem 5. If f(P) is in S(E) then the integrals fef(P)da, fef(P)dß,

fe\\f(P)\\da, fe\\f(P)\\dß are all absolutely continuous with respect to a.

If/(P) is in S0(23) then ||/(P)|| is bounded on 23 and so
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J f(P)da Ú Mß(e).

Now if fm is a Cauchy sequence in SQ(E) with \\fm —f\\—*Q, we have for each m

lim    f fm(P)da = 0,
0(<O=o J ,

and since

f (U(P) - f(P))da     á||/--/!|-0,

it follows that

lim I   fm(P)da =   I   f(P)da uniformly with respect to c.
m   J e Je

Thus by Lemma 5

lim    f /(P)¿a = 0.
/3(e) =0   Je

Theorem 6. If f(P) is in S(E) then each of the integrals listed in Theorem 5

¿5 a completely additive function on the class A (E) composed of all sets e in A

and such that ecE.

If f(P) is in So(E) and e¿, i = l, • • • , A, are disjoint sets in A(E), it fol-

lows from the definition of the integral on the class S0(E) that

r k f(P)da - ¿ r /(P)ác

Thus for any/(P) in 5(JS) the same equation holds. Now for a sequence {e¡}

of disjoint sets with 2^X = e,

f /CP)¿« - f  f f(P)da    - 1 f /(P)da
«J i t-1 «^ e, I II ̂  e_2,¿-le¿

by Theorem 5.

Theorem 7. 1// andfm are in S(E) for every integer m and if ||/m—/||—>0,

thenfm—>f approximately with respect to a onE,\\fm\\ is bounded, andfe\\fm(P)\\dß

is absolutely continuous with respect to a uniformly with respect to m.

Since fm —/is in S(E) the set E(m, e) is by Theorem 1 in A. Now

tß[E(m, .)] £   f \\fm(P) - f(P)\\dß ̂ ||/_ - /|| - 0
•^ £(m,e)
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so that/»■—»/approximately with respect to a on E. Also since ||/m|| g||/m—/||

+11/11, ||/m|| is bounded. The remaining part of the conclusion follows from

the inequality

f\\MP)\\dßS\\fn-f\\+f\\f(P)\\dß

and Theorem 6.

Theorem 8. If {fm(P)} is a sequence of functions in S(E) andf„(P)—yf(P)

approximately with respect to a on E, and if fe\\fm(P)\\dß is absolutely continu-

ous with respect to a uniformly with respect to m, then f is in S(E) and /e||/„(P)

—f(P)\\dß—>0 uniformly for e in A (23).

By Lemma 3 the sequence \fm(P) ) converges approximately. By Theorem

1, Eim, n, t) is in A. Now

f \\MP)   - fniP)\\dß  =    f +    f
J E J E-E(m,n,t)        J E(m,n,i)

^ eß[E - Eim, n, ,)] +   f
J E(m,n,t)

Thus H/m—/„||—>0 and by Theorem 4 there exists a function/' such that

||/m—/'||—>0. By Theorem 7 and Lemma 3 it is seen that/=/' on E — Oa and

thus/ is in SiE). Since fe\\MP)-f(P)\\dß^\\fm-f\\ the proof is complete.

Corollary 1. If the sequence {/„(P)} of functions in SiE) approach fiP)

approximately with respect to a on E, and if there exists a function g(P) in S(E)

such that ||/„(P)|| S||f(P)|| on E-Oafor every n, then fis in S(E) and f.\\fm(P)

—/(P)||¿j3—>0 uniformly for ein A (E).

Corollary 2. If f is in S(E) and fa[P) is a real-valued function summable

with respect to a on E and bounded on E — Oa, then <¿>(P)/(P) is in SiE).

Theorem 9. If fm and f are in S(23) and fm—*f approximately with respect

to a on E, then the following assertions are equivalent:

(1) limm fefmda=fefda on A(E).

(2) limm fefmda = fefda uniformly on A iE).

(3) The limm fefmda exists on A (E).

(4) lim0=olimm ||/,/ra¿a||=0.

(5) limí=0 fefmda = 0 uniformly.

The proof will be made by demonstrating the following implications:

(4)—»(1)—>(3)—»(5)—»(2)—>(4), where each arrow is directed from hypothesis

to conclusion. To see that (4)—>(1) first note that (4) is equivalent to the
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statement that for every e>0 there exists a 5>0 such that for each e in

A (E) with ß(e) < 5 there is an »e such that ||/«/*da|| < « for all « ^ ne. Now let it

be supposed that f»—*f almost uniformly with respect to a on E. To show

that fefmda-^fefda, note that

J K
f)dc f     (fm - f)da | + J  f (/,

I J E-e I II J e
f)dc

Fix e such that ß(E — e) <5 and/m^/ uniformly on e. For this e there is an

mi such that

f      (fm(P) - f(P))da     <e, [' (fm(P) - f(P))da
JE—e " e

< €,    m è »»i.

Thus fEfmda-^fsfda. The same proof holds for an arbitrary e in ^4(£). The

same conclusion follows if /„—»/ approximately since by Lemma 4 and the

above proof every subsequence of {fefmda} contains a subsequence approach-

ing fefdoL. That (1)—>(3) is obvious. For the proof of the implication (3)—>(5)

we refer to a paper by Saks.* Now (5)—>(2), for

f(fm-f)da    i£      f (fm~f)da    +      f (fm-
Je " e(m,e) J e—e(m,t)

f)dc

Now

f (/_ - /)da =î«i8(fi),
*"~e (m,€)

and there exists an ra0 and a 5>0 such that ß[E(m, «)]<5 for m^m0 and

f (A>(P) - /OP))«*«<  6

for all OT and e with /3(e) < 5. Thus since e(m, e) c E(m, e) it follows that

f (/■«(*) - /(P))¿«
•»  e

^ e(l +ß(£)) form ^ w0.

Finally in view of Theorem 6 and the fact that (2) implies that

lim I   /máa    =       |    fda

the implication (2)—>(4) is obvious.

* Addition tö the note on somefunctionals, these Transactions, vol. 35 (1933), p. 967.
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Theorem 10. // E is in A ; am, a are completely additive functions on A (E) ;

am(E\)—^a(E\) for each set £¡ found in a sequence of partitions 7r,(£) = (E¡ )

with n(w,)—>0; and if the sequence \ßm(E)} is bounded; then

lim I   fdam =   I   fda
m   J E J E

for any function f(P) in S0(E).

From the proof given at the beginning of §3 and the boundedness of the

sequence {ßm(E)} it follows that

lim £ f(P])am(Ek,) =   f fdam
»=»     k J E

uniformly with respect to m. Also for each i

lim £ /(P*)<*».(£*) = E f(Pf)oc(E)).
m       k k

The conclusion follows from Lemma 5.

Theorem 11. If E is in A; am, a are completely additive on A(E); f(P)

summable with respect to am and a on E; an(e)—>a(e) on A(E); and if the se-

quence \ßm(E)} is bounded; then

I   fdam -» I   fda on A (E)

provided

lim    lim
0(«)=O m=«o

I   fda„ = 0.

We have

f fdam -   Í fda     á      f      fdam    +      f fdam -   f fda\  +      f      fda
J E Je W^E-e n^ e J » " E—e

Now for e>0 there is a 5>0 such that for every E — e with ß(E — e) < 5 there

is an integer w0 such that m^m0 implies

Jfda„
E-e

<«, f      fda
J E-e

< e.

Fix e with ß(E — e) <5 so that/ as on e is uniformly continuous on e. Then

for m sufficiently large (Theorem 10)
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fdctm —   I   fda
l "  e

and thus for m sufficiently large

/fdctm —   I   fda
j Je

< €

< 3e

The conclusion follows for an arbitrary e in A (E) since all the hypotheses are

satisfied by e when they are by E.

Corollary. Suppose E in A; am, a, y completely additive on .4(23);

amie)—>a(e) on A (E) ; ßm(e) ^ 7(e) on A (E) for every m; and fis summable with

respect toy on 23; then fis summable with respect to am, a on E and fefdam-^>fefda

on A(E).

4. The generalization to the case where 7 is a metric space. The

above theory of the integral holds if the domain of the function /(P) is

a general metric space rather than a euclidean space of n dimensions. The

few alterations and additions in the arguments that are necessary will be

enumerated here.

J will now be interpreted as an arbitrary metric space not necessarily of

bounded diameter. The class S0(23) will be the class of all functions/(P) uni-

formly continuous and bounded on E. By a partition of the set Ein J will be

meant a set (P,) of disjoint sets (possibly non-denumerable in number) such

that E =X^Pi7 and which is found in the following manner. Let e be an arbitra-

ry positive number and (P)edenote all pointsP' in E for which (P,P') <e. Take

any point Pi in 23; then 23i = (Pi)e. In general P, is any point in E— 2r<„Pr

and P, = (P,)e—X)f<iPf- The sets 23, form a partition ir(P) of E with

w(ir(23)) g¡2e. It should be mentioned perhaps that such partitions will only

be allowed in the definition to be given of fEf(P)da and not in the definition

of ßiE), the latter remaining unaltered. The partition just defined is devised

to avoid assuming the separability of J as well as to eliminate the possibility

of using a partition of certain connected sets each set of which consists of a

single point.

Since j3 is completely additive, (3(P,) =0 for all except at most a denumer-

able number of the sets P, in any partition ir(23) = (P„). This follows from the

fact that for an arbitrary integer m there can be at most a finite number of

the sets P„ for which j3(P,) >l/m. If those sets P, of the partition ir(P) for

which (3(23,) ̂ 0 are arranged into a sequence {P¿} in awy order, it is possible

to associate with the partition ir(P) a sum
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E /(PME,)

where P» now stands for any point in £<. If /(P) is in S0(E), the above sum

exists and is independent of the particular arrangement of the terms in the

sequence {£¿}. First the sum exists for any particular arrangement, since

for m'>m

ZfiPiMEi) = *$\\/(p)\\ EW).

Now let

*i = E /(PiMEi),     x2 = E /(p/ )«(£/ )

be the sums for two different arrangements of the sequence {Et}. For every

e > 0 there is an integer mi such that, for m ^ mi,

m

*i -E/(PiMEt)    <€,
•-1

«.-¿/(P/)«(£/)   <«,
t-1

¿ /S(£0 < e/sup ||/(P)||.

Now suppose w2 the largest value of i for which the set El is one of the sets

Ei, ■ ■ ■ , Em,; and Ek', A = l, • • • , m2 — mi, are those E<(\-^i^m2) which

are not found among the sets Elt ■ ■ • , Em¡. Then w2 2ï Wi and

E/(p/)«(p/) - T,/(PiMEt)
•-i ¿=i

E   f(Pk")a(Ek")

^ sup ||/(P)|| ■ E /TO

Thus ||iCi —ar2|| ̂ 3e, a:2=iCi.

The integral fEf(P)da is now defined as

lim    £/(PiMEi).
n(x)-0   r(£)

The proof given in the text for the existence of this limit for / in S0(E) holds

verbatim with the additional point involved in the justification of the

equality
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E fiPi) E oiiEiE,!) =  E fiPi)aiEiEk').

[May

i,k

This equality is established immediately with the use of Lemma 5.

In the proof of Theorem 6 another argument must be added. It is neces-

sary to show that if /(P) is in S0(P) and e', e" are disjoint subsets of E, then

E fiPiMa) = £ /(iY)«(«/) + E f(Pi"Me<"),
i i i

where el (ef) are those sets of a partition of e'ie") on which pVO and the

partition of the set e = e'+e" is formed by a combination of the two par-

titions. Let

* = ¿ /(*<)«(*),     *' = E /(¿V )«(«/ ),     *" = E /(P/ ' )«(«/ ' ) ;
»-i <-i «=i

then for e>0 there is an fWi such that, for m^mi,

E f(Pi)a(ei) - x
i=l

E/(p/ )«(«/) - *'
m

E/(2V')«(«/')-?"

E/3(«/ +6/')<e/sup||/(P)||.

Let jw2 be the largest value of i for which the set e,- is one of the sets e¡,

el', i = l, • ■ ■ , mi, and let e/", i = l, ■ ■ ■ , m2 — 2mi, be those of the sets c¿,

* = 1, • • • , nh, which are not found among the sets el, el', * = 1, • • • , mi',

then

E [/(2V )«(«/) +/(P<")«(*")] - E /(P<)«(«<)
>=1

sup||/(P)||  ¿K»(«/ + «/')<«,

m2— 2mj

E   fiP,'")aiel")
t-1 P«£

and so ||x'+a;"—x|| <4e, x = x'+x".

We see no way of proving Theorem 10 unless the hypothesis is strength-

ened to the extent that am—>a on A (P). It is then possible to show that

lim *Zf(P{)am(Et) = Y,f(Pi)a(Ei)
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for any partition -k of the set E, where now the E* is to be taken over all sets

E,of the partition ir for which any one of the inequalities ß(Ev)7*0, ßm(Ev)y*0

hold. We have

llm J2f(Pi)am(Ei) = T,f(Pi)a(Ei)

for each », and

lim Y,f(PiM(Ei) = Tf(PiM(Ei)
»     »=1 i-l

uniformly with respect to m. To see this, note that the functions am are abso-

lutely continuous with respect to the completely additive function

M       V            ßn(e)
y(e) =   J, —■-'»

„tí   2-0Sn(£) + 1)

and thus by a theorem of Saks* they are absolutely continuous uniformly

with respect to m. Thus for e >0 there is a 5 >0 such that

\am(e)\ <(e/2)suj)||/(P)||

for every m provided 7(e) <5. Now there is an »i such that

T,y(Ei) = y(  ¿W)<«.
t=n, \   i=n 1       /

If s+ denotes the set of all integers iè»i for which am(E¡) ^0 and s_ those

¿^»1 for which am(E{) <0,

E I am(Ei) I = aj E £.) - «»( E £*) * */f$ \\/(P)\\.

and for »>»i,

¿/(P,)«»(£,)

Thus, by Lemma 5,

^   SUD ||/(P)|| E I «-(£0 I   =^

lim E f(PiM(Ei) = E/(P>(P¿).

* Saks, Ioc. cit.
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